REV. LOVETT WILL SPEAK AT FORUM

Capital Punishment! Is Subject Of Discussion At T. C. A. Meeting

Choosing as his subject "Capital Punishment," President Edward C. Lovett, of Bowdoin College, will speak at the second annual dinner meeting of the Boston University Catholic Association, in the Faculty Dining Hall, at 7:30 o'clock.

Mr. Lovett, who is a native Bostonian, was graduated from Yale University where he received an A.B. degree. While there he was elected to Skull and Bones, the highest honour that can be given at Yale. He then attended Union Theological Seminary.

Rev. Lovett is a regular speaker at many New England Catholic College functions. He teaches at Bowdoin, the student conferences held at Northfield, and he is also on the Advisory Board of the Technology Christian Association, in the Boston area and is director of the Catholic Club at Harvard.

Upperclassmen Take First In All But Dash

Sophomores Defeat Freshmen on Track

Beaver Fencers Bow to Navy and Penn State Teams

Weakness in Sabres Costly In Match With Quaker Swordsmen

Technology's fencers suffered a double setback in their week end trip losing their first meet to the University of Pennsylvania on Friday by a 21 to 11 score and their second to the Naval Academy 11-2. Ferré proved to be the best of the team, scoring two wins in the Penn meet, and saving the squad from a shocker at Annapolis by winning the only two decisions. He also did very well, taking three

In the match with the Quakers, the Sabres put up the best battle. With the foils they succeeded in taking four points in their opponents' five. The sabre, however, proved their undoing, Carl Harris being the only Beaver to win. Brookwood of Pennsylvania was the outstanding star of the meet, being undefeated in the foil.

The summary of the Penn meet:

1. Ferré, M. I. T., defeated Hodes, Navy, 5-1
2. Bass, Penn, defeated Siller, Navy, 5-0
3. Heath, M. I. T., defeated Koonce, Navy, 5-2
4. Hodes, Navy, defeated Thorsen, M. I. T., 5-2
5. Zien, Penn, defeated Van Mater, M. I. T., 5-0

The summary of the Annapolis meet:

1. Sabre-Kneupfer, Navy, defeated Siller, Tech, 5-1
2. Sabre-Walton, M. I. T., defeated Koonce, Navy, 5-2
3. Foils-Ferre, M. I. T., defeated Hodes, Navy, 5-0
4. Foils-Walton, M. I. T., defeated Zahm, Navy, 5-0
5. Peanut Butter-Walton, M. I. T., defeated Danner, Navy, 5-0

1m 6 2-5s.

The summary of the Penn meet:

1. Foils-Beachwood, Penn, defeated Harris, M. I. T., 5-0
2. Foils-Barrington, Penn, defeated Ross, M. I. T., 5-0
3. Foils-Ames, Penn, defeated Steele, M. I. T., 5-0

The summary of the Annapolis meet:

1. Peanut Butter-Walton, M. I. T., defeated Zahm, Navy, 5-0
2. Peanut Butter-Danner, Navy, defeated Overfelt, Navy, 5-0
3. Peanut Butter-Lester, M. I. T., defeated Rice, Navy, 5-0
4. Peanut Butter-Overfelt, Navy, defeated Waite, Navy, 5-0
5. Peanut Butter-Danz, Navy, defeated Koonce, Navy, 5-0

The summary of the Penn meet:

1. Sabre-McElroy, M. I. T., defeated Hodes, Navy, 5-1
2. Sabre-Walton, M. I. T., defeated Zahm, Navy, 5-0
3. Foils-Ferre, M. I. T., defeated Hodes, Navy, 5-0
4. Peanut Butter-Walton, M. I. T., defeated Zahm, Navy, 5-0
5. Peanut Butter-Danner, Navy, defeated Overfelt, Navy, 5-0

The summary of the Annapolis meet:

1. Sabre-Kneupfer, Navy, defeated Siller, Tech, 5-1
2. Sabre-Walton, M. I. T., defeated Zahm, Navy, 5-0
3. Foils-Ferre, M. I. T., defeated Hodes, Navy, 5-0
4. Peanut Butter-Walton, M. I. T., defeated Overfelt, Navy, 5-0
5. Peanut Butter-Danner, Navy, defeated Koonce, Navy, 5-0

EDGAR IS SPEAKER AT AULDRED LECTURE

Continued from Page 1)

Engineering department. Of the 360 employees, 279 are college men, and of these 35 are Institute men.

In telling the story of "super-power," or rather "interconnection," the speaker drew several analogies with other utilities to show that this latent line, wire by wire, is the only reasonable way of transmitting power from Boston to Chicago, or from Chicago in the Midwest without changing tracks.

Back Bay Not Lighted By Chicago Exploding the current newspaper stories that the "Back Bay of Boston was lighted by current generated in Chicago" as an exaggeration, the speaker pointed out that what really happened was that the various power systems between Boston and Chicago were merely brought into the same phase relation and then interconnected so small that any of the power from Chicago ever got anywhere near Boston.

and Keons in the sabres annexed enough points to easily win without the support of the remainder of the squad.

In the match with the Quakers, the Sabres put up the best battle. With the foils they succeeded in taking four points in their opponents' five. The sabre, however, proved their undoing, Carl Harris being the only Beaver to win. Brookwood of Pennsylvania was the outstanding star of the meet, being undefeated in the foil.